
 

Why  
… 25Nice Features which you may not get in OTHER CARS… 

 

 
1. When the brake fluid goes low, message with long beep was displayed: Low brake Fluid....Do not 

proceed! 
2. Whenever the outside temperature drops to around 1-2 degrees Celsius as shown by the MID, MID flashes 

a warning - "Caution - possibility of ice on road". 
3. You could engage parking light for just one side. 
4. Warning lamp on the MID instrument cluster that lights up when any of the external lights are not 

working. It also displays which one may be faulty on the MID panel.  
5. Foldable Desmodronic Key with Remote lock. Elegant & extremely convenient.  
6. Both ORVMs CAN move backwards also. i.e. if a car/ bike comes from behind & hits ORVM, mostly it 

won't break but would move backwards. 
7. Follow Me Home lights 
8. When you open the boot, on the right hand side, inside on the body wall, there is a small string with a 

loop at the end, hanging out. In case something happens to the mechanical assembly/ lever to open the 
fuel tank opening for fueling & you can't open it, Pull this string & the fuel opening will get opened!! 
Smart little thingy 

9. Wiper in Wash & Wipe mode. It sprays water first & then wipes with 4-5 wipes & then after 6 seconds it 
gives 1 more wipe to wipe residual water coming down on windshield. 

10. If any door (or even boot) is not closed properly or is open, & you try to start the car, the MID displays 
which Door is not closed properly.  

11. When you engage reverse gear with front wipers already ON, the rear wiper will be switched on 
automatically. 

12. Mechanism to prevent airlock when the fuel goes empty. The car stops with 3 liters of fuel still 
remaining in tank which will be in accessible. So when you refill again your car is back to normal unlike 
other cars where the airlock has to be released. 

13. If you unlock the doors using the remote control & let’s say you were chatting and did not open the 
door, after 30 seconds, doors will be re-locked automatically. 

14. You can't get locked out. If you insert the key and close the door or come out after a trip and forget to 
remove the key, doors will not be locked automatically. 

15. The Blaupankt HU has a Speed sensing volume feature which you can activate/ deactivate. Once you 
activate, the music volume rises with speed & reduces at lower speed. 

16. Wipers are Speed sensitive in Intermittent mode i.e. Wiper speed increases in intermittent mode with 
increase in Car speed. 

17. If you leave the interior cabin lights ON by mistake and lock the car and go away, it will automatically 
switch off all cabin lights after 20 min and would save your battery from discharging. 

18. When the child lock button on the front RHS electrical power window console is activated , both the rear 
orange lights of the window down/up button goes off 

19. Automatic door locking when the speed exceeds 20 kmph. 
20. Foot level AC vents for rear passenger. 
21. The stock HU starts tuning to a newer station if it senses the FM radio signal is getting weaker. 
22. Illumination control for instrument cluster. 
23. MID – Real time fuel consumption, Avg. fuel consumption, DTE, Outside Temperature, Service Reminder, 

Speed Limit Warning, Low Fuel Warning 
24. You cannot change settings in MID when you are driving – A safety feature 
25. Automatic fuel supply cut-off during accidents 
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